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Introduction

Problem: MRI is a promising medical imaging technique

but it is limited in slow imaging speed. To overcome this

disadvantage, compressed sensing (CS) theory is used to

accelerate MR Imaging by capturing few k-space data for

reconstruction.
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Contributions: We develop a novel compressed sensing

magnetic resonance imaging algorithm with joint image

and patch priors, and our contributions are below:

1. Joint image-level and patch-level priors are adopted to

make use of image global and local sparse nature for

promoting MR image structures and suppressing

artifacts or noise. Total variation (TV) is efficiently

adopted for global sparse prior, and expected patch log

likelihood (EPLL) is effectively used for local sparse

prior.

2. An efficient optimization scheme is proposed to address

the proposed cost function by iteratively alternating l1

norm approximation, latent patch reconstruction, and

ideal image reconstruction.

Proposed Method

Model Construction:

1. is data fidelity which uses the l2 norm to

ensure the consistency of the reconstruction and the

measured data.

2. denotes anisotropic TV adopted to represent

image global sparse prior, which employs l1 norm to

enforce piece-wise continuous on image gradient.

3. is EPLL which denotes image

local sparse prior and employs a finite Gaussian mixture

model (GMM) over the pixels of image patches since

many image priors can be seen as special cases of GMM.

Optimization Algorithm:

We reformulate our objective function by bringing in an

auxiliary variable to approximate TV, and introducing a set

of auxiliary variables to approach EPLL, and we divide it

into three subproblems which can be iteratively addressed

until convergence.

1. Update for l1 Norm Approximation.

2. Update for Latent Patch Reconstruction.

3. Update for Ideal Image Reconstruction.

Experiments
Table 1: PSNR/SSIM of different reconstruction methods on 

real-valued shoulder with different sampling percentage.

Fig. 2: Real-valued shoulder reconstructions and their absolute errors with

25% radial undersampling. (a) DLMRI(38.37/0.942), (b) PBDW(38.78/0.949), (c)

RecPF(40.02/0.954), (d) Proposed (42.41/0.968).

Fig. 3: Complex-valued brain reconstructions and their absolute errors with

50% random undersampling. (a) DLMRI(28.67/0.671), (b) PBDW(34.85/0.922),

(c) RecPF(36.29/0.961), (d) Proposed (38.09/0.989).

Fig. 1: MRI reconstruction using undersampling k-space data.
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